Cab / right guard assembly diagram

Holes for production work

Holes for production work

What to prepare

Assembly procedure

● Print-out paper
(Special paper that is about as
thick as a postcard is best)
● Kite string (for wire)
● Utility knife or design knife
● Thick needle that allows an awl or
kite string to pass through
● Ruler
● Ballpoint pen that can no longer
write, or stylus
● Adhesive (such as glue)
● Try being creative with tools that
are easy to use on your own,
such as tweezers, a bamboo
spatula, etc.

① When the print-out is ready, press hard with a ballpoint
pen that can no longer write, or a stylus, to make
creases along the fold lines before cutting them out.

Cut-out line
Mountain fold
Valley fold

・When using a utility knife or awl,
be careful not to cut your hands
or legs!
・When using a utility knife or
bamboo skewer, be careful not
to scratch the table or ﬂoor!

② Carefully cut on the center of the cut-out line.
③ Do not apply glue right away, but make creases on the
mountain folds and valley folds ﬁrst to check the
ﬁnished shape. Then, paste it starting from the
narrow parts or parts where the folds are thin.

Left guard assembly diagram

Assembly procedure
① Make a fold line before cutting it, in the same way as
the others.
② Cut exactly along the cut-out lines.
③ Make creases on the folds and assemble once before
applying glue. At this point, check where it is
convenient to paste from ﬁrst, before actually pasting.

Holes for production work

Holes for production work

④ Pasting is easier if you assemble from the thin
sections ﬁrst.

Cut-out line
Mountain fold
Valley fold

Counterweight assembly diagram

Assembly procedure
① If you make a fold line ﬁrst, cut on the middle of the
cut-out line as much as possible.
② Do not apply glue right away, but make creases on
the mountain folds and valley folds ﬁrst to check the
ﬁnished shape.
③ Think about where it would be easy for you to start
pasting ﬁrst, before actually pasting.

Weight adjustment item
entry and exit holes
(Coins, erasers, etc.)

Apply glue on the inner side and fold it in half.

They are pasted on the inner side of the weight,
so the gluing tabs will be the front.

④ Attach the hook for
attaching and detaching
the counterweight.
Attachment is easy if it is
done before assembling the
weights or putting the cover on top.

Left and right crawler assembly diagram
Cut-out line
Mountain fold
Valley fold

Assembly procedure
① Make a fold line before cutting it, in the same way as
the others.
② Cut exactly along the cut-out lines.
③ Make creases on the folds and assemble once before
applying glue. At this point, check where it is convenient
to start pasting ﬁrst before pasting with your hand.

Fold inward
Right

Fold inward
Left
The lower shoe is
glued to the front,
while the upper side
is glued to the back.

Combine the ﬁnished
crawler with the telescopic
part by following the instructions
on the next page.
Be careful not to mix up the left and right parts.

Left and right crawler telescopic parts assembly diagram

Assembly procedure
① On this page, we will make parts for extending and
retracting the left and right crawlers. When these are
ﬁnished, paste them together with the crawler made
on the previous page.
② When you make a fold line, the cut-out line can be cut
accurately.

Since the inner side is

Since the inner side is
a sliding area, glue it on

a sliding area, glue it on
the outside to prevent

the outside to prevent
unevenness.

③ Assemble after folding.

Left

Right

unevenness.

The right side of the
telescopic sliding part is
made smaller.

Cut-out line
Mountain fold
Valley fold

The left side of the telescopic
sliding part is made larger.
The right part is moved in and out of
the left sliding part to extend and retract.

Car body / car body weight assembly diagram

Assembly procedure
① Car body combining the parts for extending and
retracting the left and right crawlers made on the
previous page into one. In addition, we will also make
car body weight that can be attached and detached.
② When you make a fold line, the cut-out line can be cut
accurately.
③ Assemble after folding.

Paste from the inner
side in the same way
for all four places.

Car body side - Axis of rotation

Cut-out line
Mountain fold
Valley fold

Paste the cylinder to
the bottom part.
The hole at the top is
to prevent swaying.

Car body pedestal assembly diagram
Cut-out line
Mountain fold
Valley fold

Assembly procedure
① Car body to mount the cab, guards, attachments, etc.
② When you make a fold line, the cut-out line can be cut
accurately.

Left guard - Pasting position

Attachment mounting

③ Assemble after folding.

base - Pasting position

Cab right guard - Pasting position

Glue

Upper cylinder
Lower cylinder
Car body
pedestal

Top side - Axis of rotation

Gap

Paste the cylinder to
the underside at the top.
Do not apply glue on the lower
hole, and make sure there is a little
bit of clearance. The lower cylinder enters
through this gap until the underside at the top.

Boom tip / hook assembly diagram

Assembly procedure
Boom tip-B

Boom tip-A

① The boom can be disassembled into the upper,
middle, and lower parts.
② When you make a fold line, the cut-out line can be cut
accurately.

Working hole that is convenient
when attaching the string
to raise the hook.

③ Assemble after folding.

Boom tip-B-pasting position
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Cut-out line
Mountain fold
Valley fold

Hook

The part inserted into
the boom insert is slightly squeezed.

Paste them together from the left
and right to the center.

Boom insert / boom base assembly diagram

Assembly procedure
① In this section, we will make the boom insert and
boom base.
② When you make a fold line, the cut-out line can be cut
accurately.
③ Assemble after folding.

Cut-out line
Mountain fold
Valley fold

Section to be attached to the
attachment pedestal.
Do not fold it up inside.

The part inserted into the boom insert is
slightly squeezed.

Gantry / spreader / tension member assembly diagram
Cut-out line
Mountain fold
Valley fold

Upper spreader for raising/lowering boom

Assembly procedure
① Make a gantry, spreader, etc.
② When you make a fold line, the cut-out line can be cut
accurately.
③ Assemble after folding.

Lower spreader

If there is no slit, the paper
cannot be folded.

Start pasting
from the thin
triangular prism.

This part is to be attached to the gantry later.
Boom back stop

Bend the thin
triangular prism
while working.

This part is
to be attached to
the gantry later.

Tension member

There is a slit for folding,
but cutting will be easier
if you paste it in
a tube shape ﬁrst.
Leave one side
remaining.

This part is to be attached to the attachment pedestal later.
Paste the part to be aﬃxed to
the pedestal so that it is wound
around the boom back stop.
Sliding will be smooth
if you adjust the strength of
the winding while pasting them
together.
When the thinner side of
the tension member is made,
make sure it is wound around
the thicker side so
that sliding is smooth.

This part is to be attached to
the attachment pedestal later.

Attachment mounting base assembly diagram
Cut-out line
Mountain fold
Valley fold

Assembly procedure
① In this section, we will make a pedestal for attaching
the boom base, gantry, tension member, etc.
② If you make a fold line in the same way as the others,
the cut-out line can be cut.

Mounting position of the tension member.
Attachment mounting base

Mounting position of gantry legs.
Mounting position of the boom back stop.
Mounting position of boom base.

Holes for production work

Holes for production work

For embedding tension members when folding.
Make a slit, and make a slight crease on the inner side of the fold.

③ Assemble after folding.

Overall assembly diagram
Attach the mounting base
for the attachment, etc.

Insert this tab into the slit
at the back.

Pass the side with no panel
through here ﬁrst as it is bigger.

Insert the side with the panel
last here as it is smaller.

Paste the cab.

Paste it
on the gantry.

Paste the boom base
to the marked area.
Insert the other boom
during rope tensioning at the end.
Paste the legs of the back stop

Finished assembly of the crawler and undercarriage.
This allows the left and right crawlers to slide
and change the width.

to the leg sections of the gantry
and connect themat the top.
This slit is to be embedded
when the back stop is folded.
Fold it slightly inward.

Knot on
the inside

Finally, stretch the kite string
across the spreader and hook.
Knot on the inside
Place the rotating body pedestal on the undercarriage.
The cylinder behind the rotating body is made slightly
smaller than the cylinder of the undercarriage.

Attach the lower spreader
to the top of the gantry
so that it moves up
and down.

The cylinder will go in smoothly
if you turn it when inserting it.

At the bottom,
just pass the string
underneath.
Knot on the inner side
on both sides

Paste the boom base and boom back stop,
and attach them to the attachment pedestal.

Glue the left machinery cab.
By doing this, the production holes will
no longer be visible.

Insert the tab of the counterweight
into the slit on the main body side.
When it is necessary to balance the weight,
you can adjust it by inserting/
removing a coin,eraser, etc.
through the hole on the inner side.

Finished diagram

Just pass it
underneath.

